Recent measurements in exclusive hadronic
Study of the B → D sJ D ( * ) decays.
In the cs mesons system, two states, the J P = 0 + and the 
17.6 ± 6.8 0 . 9 9 0 .9 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 by angular momentum conservation) are tested. The observed distribution supports the J=1 hypothesis (Fig. 1 ). Analyzing 90 million BB pairs, 7 events are observed in the signal box (Fig. 2) 
The low value of r(Dρ) indicates a small sensitivity of CP asymmetries in B 0 → D ∓ s ρ ± and a measurement of sin(2β + γ) more challenging than expected.
Study of the
The observation of X(3782) → J/ψ π + π − by the Belle 8 and CDF 9 experiments arose interest on the decay B − → J/ψ K − π + π − as a good environment to search for possible charmonium states decaying into J/ψ π + π − . In addition to the X(3782) this analysis looks for the unconfirmed h c (3526) 10 , the 1 P 1 missing charmonium state, and for an intrinsic charm component in the B meson that can cause the excess at low p * of J/ψ production trough an anomalously large
Using 117 million BB pairs, the reconstruction of J/ψ Kππ combinations shows a clean signal in the distribution of the m ES (Fig. 3(a) ) allowing the measurement:
Looking at the invariant mass J/ψ π + π − (Fig. 4) , the huge peak corresponds to the ψ(2s), another peak is present at (3873.4±1.4) MeV/c 2 , but there is no evidence of the h c (3526). The signal peak in m ES (Fig. 3(b) ), due to selected candidates in a window of ±20 MeV/c 2 around the expected mass of the X(3782), allows to measure:
An upper limit is set on the h c (3526) production and, looking to the Kπ invariant mass, on the (Fig. 5 ). An upper limit is set to: 
